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SU*IARY

This report presents the preliminary specification of a high-level language
des igned to support all the requirements of real-time, training device appli-
cations. The features of this language are based upon the requirements of
real-time systems and the latest software technology. They were determined
after carrying out an analysis of actual training device programs and a care-
ful study of significant literature pertaining to the area. An attempt was
made to specify a language which is transportable, reliable and secure,
simple , and readable.

The motivation for designing such a language was to attempt to reduce the
total programming costs - development, maintenance, and modification - which
now exceed hardware costs by an order of magnitude.

The principal result is the specification itself. Further research is
recommended to develop and refine the language constructs necessary to per-
form input/output, handle exceptional conditions, control the allocation of
processors to concurrent processes, and provide protection mechanisms using
capabilities (access rights).

1
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PREFACE

In the developmen t of the preliminary language spec ification presen ted in
th is report a large number of references were read , and a carefu l study was
made of those most pertinent to the area of programming language design.
As time passed and the language goals and design criteria became finn , it
was evident that one language stood out above all others: PASCAL developed
originally by Niklaus Wirth. In recognition of this fact and to indicate
our indebtedness to PASCAL, the authors have chosen to call the language
specified herein , “Real-Time PASCAL.” However , other languages were of
significant import, namely, Concurrent PASCAL , P LATON , ALGOL 68, and SIMULA .

Generally, only tested language facilities were included. It is hoped that
the language specification will provide a detailed frame of reference for
future discussion and that it adequately addresses the problems inherent ~ -i

rea 1-time systems.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

CONTRACT OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the current phase of this contract and this report are
respectively to develop and to present a preliminary specif ication for a
high-level computer language designed to support all the requirements of
real-time , tra ining device applications. The features of this language are
based upon the requirements of currently operational simul ators and the
latest software technology . They were determined after carrying out an anal-
ys is of actual training dev ice programs and a carefu l study of signif icant
literature pertaining to the area.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY AND BACKGROUN D INFORMAT I ON

First and foremost the specified high-level language must address the problems
inherent in what might be called “hard” real-time situations, that is, cir-
cumstances in which responses to signals are required within a few micro-
seconds at best. Such response times obviously require efficient object code
and a run-time representation of data for which highly efficient access is
possible. Since both application and system programs are to be written in
the specified high-level language with no degradation in response time, some
technique had to be devised to solve the problem . The best answer appears
to be to consolidate the code for time critical sections , for the basic
real-time control facilities, for necessary primitive input/output operations,
and for the allocation of central processing unit(s) to concurrent processes
into a small , machine code section to be designated the “kennel” of the
system . The high-level language rests upon this minimal kernel for its run-
time support. High-level constructs have been provided in the language to
al low direct coupling to appropriate portions of the kernel. Hence, the
language specified does not depend upon the run-time environment provided
by an associated operating system. Instead it is intended that the user
will have the appropriate high-level language facilities supported by a
minimal , primitive kernel with which to implement the requisite operating
system or support resources required by an application . Thus, medium term
schedul ing , sophisticated input/output procedures , and custom tailored control
of an external simulation environment, for example, can all be carried Out
in a high-level language without resorting to imbedded machine code.

In addition to requiring that efficient object code be generated by the
compiler for the language, a most important goal was to attempt to achieve
practical portability of the compiler from machine to machine so that the
language would be as machine indepenuent as possible. This objective has
greatly influen-:ed the language design . For example , it is planned that
the compiler will be written in the specified language and that it will not

5
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generate machine language for a part icular  target machine . Instead it w i l l
generate a directly executable language or DEL.  This  DEL represents the
optimal instruction set and data types of an abstract machine for executing
the specified language . Obviously realization of this abstract machine must
be carried out. The best solution for efficiency would be to design a
machine to execute the DEL directly or to write an emulator for a microprogram-
mable machine which directly executes it. Otherwise , the code generators
for the compiler can be rewritten to generate optimized machine code for
any target machine. Transporting the compiler from one machine to another
consists, therefore , of rewriting the small kernel , and either the code gen-
eration phase of the compiler or an interpreter for the DEL.

At the present time it should be emphasized that the language specification
presented herein is a “prel iminary” specification . The reasons for this
statement are many. In the first place, the language’s comp i ler has not
been written; hence the language has not yet been suitably tested . Secondly,
in preparation of the language specification it was found that certain
areas require additional research and development effort . These consist of
the fol low ing: input/output, allocation of processors to concurrent processes,
exceptional conditions, and protection mechanisms. Preliminary constructs
have been selected , but they must stand the test of application and time be-
fore a defin itive conclusion as to the ir efficacy can be ascertained and a
definitive language specification issued .

No attempt has been made to include many “new”, untested language facilities.
Basically the language being defined is an amalgamation of ideas that for
the most part have already been proved to be effective and useful . Those
who are familiar with the current state of the art of programming languages
will note that the language is not new and is easily recognizable as
variant of the PASCAL language developed originally by Niklaus Wirth -

The high-level ‘anguages from which most of the cons~r~cts have beep takenincl ude6PASCAL , Se9uential and Concurrent PASCAL ‘ , ALGOL 68
PLATON and SIMULA . Since the basis of the specified language is

1. Wirth , N. “The Programming Language PASCAL and its Design Criteria” in
State of the Art Lecture Report 7: Hi gh Level Languages , Infotech
Info rmation , Maidenhead , Berks England (1972), 451-473.

2. Jensen , K. and Wirth, N. PASCAL User Manual and Report, Springer-Verlag,
Berlin (1974).

3 . Hansen , P.B. and Hartmann, A.C. Sequential PASCAL Report, Information
Science , California Institute of Technology (July 1975).

4. Hansen, P.B.  Concurrent PASCAL Report, Information Science, California
Institute of Technology (July 1975) .

5. Lindsey, C.H. and Van der Meulen, S.C. Informal In troduction to ALGOL 68,
North-Holland , Amsterdam , The Netherlands (1971). 

—
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essentially PASCAL, it is proposed that this language be called Real-Time
PASCAL. I t has been devised to address the problems inherent in the des ign
and construction of simula tion , process control , and computer operating
systems in the context of a real-time environment .

DESI GN GOALS AND CRITERIA

The overall objective was to specify a language which was transportable ,
rel iable and secure, flexible , simple , and readable. Obviously many com-
promises have had to be made , for some of the above goals conflict with each
other. Let us now consider the design goals and their associated criteria
in order to better understand the compromises and the specification itself.

TRANSPORTABILITY . As indicated above, practical transportability of the
compiler was one of the important goals to be achieved. This has required
that the compiler be written in the specified language , that it be parameter-
ized with respect to the storage units uti l ized for each data type, that the
language require minimal run-time support, and that the run-time support
package called the “kernel” of the language be the only code wr itten in the
assembly language of the given target machine.

RELIABILITY AND SECURITY . Reliable and secure software systems require
that the language utilized have the facilities to protect or limit access
to certain program and/or data elements , in some cases as a fun ction of
time . In order to meet this goal the following criteria were established .
The program syntax should allow automatic and rigorous checking of data
types and the interfaces between program modules at comp ile time. Constructs
should be provided to detect and hence guarantee at compile time that time-
dependent errors cannot occur when concurrent processes are operating .
The sharing and exchange of data between processes should be aided by
providing the language facilities to restrict the scope of the access to the
variables involved . To aid the compiler all variables and their associated
data types should be declared with no default conditions allowed .

FLEXIBILITY . The programming language should have the flexibility to build
abstractions that are natural for the problem at hand . This implies that the
data types of the language should provide a convenient match to the abstrac-
tions of the problem. Therefore, the language should allow a programmer

6. Sorensen , S.M. and Staunstrup, J. P LATON Refernece Manual , RECAU ,
Aarhus , Denmark (July 1975).

7. Ichbrah , J.D. and Morse, S.P. “General Concepts of the SIMULA 67
Progranw~i% Language”, Annual Review in Automatic Programming , 7, 1
(1972), 65-93. 

—
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I
to define easily new data type and that these can be defined in terms of
other types previously defined . Only with this capability can the programmer
efficiently match a given problem with the algorithm and the computer hardware
usei to solve it.

SIMPLICI TY .  A programming language should be as simple as possible and yet
retain sufficient power to express easily the algorithms required in real-
time systems . This goal has resulted in the following criteria. The syntax
of the language should be natural for the problem and encourage clear thinking;
it should he designed so that it facilitates fast translation ; and it should
be such that the comp iler can generate eff icient objec t code without the
need for extensive code optimizat ion.

READABILITY. A reasonable goal is that the programs written in the language
can be easi ly read and understood . This goal has resul ted in the follow ing
criteria being applied . The language structures used should encourage
lucid think ing and should be natural to use. In add ition it implies that
the extent of specific language constructs be clearly delineated

.8
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SECTION II

OVERVIEW OF THE LANGUAGE

A Real-Time PASCAL program consists of statements which describe the opera-
tions to be performed on data, and declarations and definitions which describe
the data which are manipulated by the operations.

Statements denote operations c’n constants and variables. An identifier
may be a synonym for a constant through an association introduced in a con-
stant definition . Variables occurring in a statement must be introduced by
a variable declara tion which associates an identifier naming the variable
w ith a data type. The data type defines the set of values the variable
may assume and possibly operations that may be performed on the variable.
The data type may be either directly described in the variable declaration,
or it may be referenced by a type identifier previously introduced by a type
definition.

A data type is either simple or structured . The simple types consist of the
enumeration, REAL , queue and reference types. The enumeration type defines
a linear ordered set of distinct values. The values may be defined by
identifiers or by one of the standard enumeration types: BOOLEAN, INTEGER or
CHAR. Valu~~of type BOOLEAN are denoted by the identifiers TRUE and FALSE ,
values of type INTEGER and REA L are denoted by numbers , and values of type
CHAR are denoted by quotations. The set of values of type CHAR is the
character set defined on the object machine.

A type may be defined as a subrange of any other already defined enumeration
type be indicating the smallest and largest value of the subrange.

A queue type can only be used within a monitor entry routine (see below) to
delay and resume the execution of a calling process. A reference type i.s
used to reference an instance of a process.

Structured types specify the types of their components and a structuring
method . A component of a variable of structured type is denoted~by a selector.The structured types consist of array, record , set, poin ter and monitor
types.

An array consists of a fixed number of components of the same component
type. An array selector consists of computable indices of the index type
specified in the array type definition. The index type must be an enumeration
type. The time to select an array component is independent of the indices.

A record consists of a fixed number of fields which may be of different types.
A record selector is not computable, but an identifier uniquely denoting the

(
9
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I
component to be selected. These f ield iden ti f iers are dec l ared in the record
t,pe definition . As with arrays, the time needed to access a record component
is independent of the selector. A record type may have several variants.
Thus, variables of the same type may have different structures, i.e., con ta in
a differen t number of components with different types. A component of the
record , called the tag field , indicates the currently valid variant. The
part common to all variants usually consists of several components , includ ing
the tag field.

A set defines the set of all subsets of values of its base type. The base
type must be an enumeration type.

A variable may either be decl ared expl icitly in which case it is referenced
by its identifier, or generated dynamically by an executable statement in which
case it is referenced through a pointer. Poin ters are variables of pointer
type. The pointer type is bound to the given component type so a pointer
variable may only assume valuas pointing to variables of the same coinpcnent
type. The pointer constant NIL is an element of every pointer type; it
points to no variable. The use of pointers permits any finite graph to be
represented.

A monitor type defines a data structure and the operations that can be performed
on the data structure by concurrent processes. The monitor can be used for
process communication , synchron i zat ion an~ schedul ing. Variables declared
within a monitor are accessible only L~ rough the moni tor ’s entry routines.
Monitor entry routines are accessible outside the monitor type, but not within
it , only to a process or another moni tor. Simu ltaneous calls on moni tor
entry routines by concurrent processes are executed one at a time . Thus a
monitor entry routine has exclusive access to variables declared in a monitor
type. A monitor type also defines an initial statement that will be executed
when a monitor variable is initialized . A system can only have a fixed number
of monitors.

One of the basic operations on a variable is assignment of a new value to
it by an assignment statement. The value is obtained by evaluating an ex-
pression. An expression consists of operands (variables, constaftts , sets or
functions) and operators in infix notation. The data types of two operands
must be compatible in order for an operation to be performed on them. The
f ixed set of operators are :

a. arithmetic operators: addition , subtraction , sign inversion ,
multiplication , division , and remainder.

b. Boolean operators : negation , conj unction (and) , and disjunction
(or) .

c. set operators : union , intersection and difference.
d. relational operators: equality, inequa lity, ordering, set member-

ship and set inclusion.

10
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Statements are either simple or structured . The simple statements are the
assignment statement , procedure cal l , event call , GOTO statement , INIT
statement and terminate statement . A procedure call causes the execution of
the designed procedure (see below) . An event ca l l  causes an even t (see below)
to be invoked. A GOTO statement breaks the norma l sequential execution of
statements by causing the next statement to be executed to be the one labeled
with the spec~fied label. The label must be declared in the block containing
the GOTO statement , and a statm ent marked with the labe l
within the same block. The INIT statement causes a process or monitor to
be initialized. For a process, an instance is created and its statements
executed concurrently with all other processes. For a monitor , its initial
statement is executed . A monitor can only ~e initialized once within the process
it is declared . A terminate st:tement terminates the execution of the
specif ied process instance.

Simple statemen ts are componen ts of structured statemen ts which spec ify
sequential , selective or repeated execution of their components. Sequential
execution of statements is specified by the compound statement and WITh
statement . Selective execution is specified by the IF statement and the
CASE statement. Repeated execution is specified by the FOR statement, the
LOOP statement and the UNTIL statement.

A compound statement and WITH statement group a sequence of statements into
a unit. The statements are executed sequentially in the same order as they
are written. The WITH statement permits record fields and monitor entry
routines to be used without qual ification of the record or mon itor variable
within the statement group.

The IF statement selects for execution one of two statements depending on
the value of a Boolean expression. The second statement is optional. The
CASE statement allows for the selection of one of several statements according
to the value of an enumeration expression.

The FOR statement is used when the number of iterations is known beforehand.
The loop statement is used to execute certain statements repeatedly while a
Boolean expression remains true. The UNTIL statement is used to execute
a structured statement until one of the designate events bound to it is
invoked.

An identifier can be associated with a statement . Such a statement is
called a routine and the declaration a routine declaration . There are
three kinds of routines: procedures, functions and events. They are
structurally identical . A routine may contain additional variable declarations,

(
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typ e def in i t ions  and routine declarations. The scope of these identifiers
is the program text which constitutes the routine declaration . A routine
has a fixed number of (formal) parameters which are denoted within the routine
by an identifier. There are five kinds of parameters : variable parameters ,
constant parameters, universal param eters , and procedure and function
parameters. Upon an activation of a routine, an actual parameter known as
an argument is substituted for the corresponding parameter. For a variable
parameter the arguments must be a variable. The parameter stands for this
argument and may be assigned a value within the routine. For a constant
parameter the argument must be an express ion wh ich is eval uated once before
execution of the procedure and ass igned to the parameter. Its value cannot
be changed by the routine. For a universal param eter , compatibility checking
of its type and the arguments type is suppressed . In the case of procedure
and function parameters, the arguments must be a procedure or function
identifier .

A function is declared like a procedure except the declaration specifies
a result type which must be an enumeration or pointer type. The function-
al result is defined by assigning a value to the function identifier within
the function declaration. Function parameters must be constant parameters.

A function or procedure may be called recursively by a function or procedure
call within its declaration . A procedure or function declaration prefixed 

4.

with the symbol ENTRY is known as an entry routine. An entry routine declara-
tion may only occur wi thin a moni tor type and cannot be nested within
another routine declaration .

An event declaration represents an event that is bound to a structured
statement by an UNTIL statement . An event call invokes the event and upon
comple tion causes control to return to ~te statement after the UNTIL state-
ment instead of to the point after the call.

A process declaration is the prototype for a class of sequential processes.
An instance of the process is created by the INIT statement. Execution of
the sequential processes is concurrent and under control of the kernel.
Concurrent processes communicate only by means of monitors.

The kernel represents the minimal run-time support needed to support the
execu tion of a concurren t program . M under lying opera ting system is not
required . The kernel permits a user to construct the requisite operating
system fac il ities and policies needed to support his stand alone system.

Basic I/O is handled by a standard procedure. It is a primitive operation
that permits a user to construct various device handlers , in terrupt handlers ,

12
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I/ O exception handl ing routines , generalized ‘I/O and control routines, and
file systems .

Real-time control is provided by standard routines that permit a process to
be delayed a specified amount of time and to measure the time for a process
to perform some action.

The complete language specification is contained in Appendix A.

(
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SECTION I I I

RECO?44ENDAT ION S

The development of the preliminary language specification presented in this
report has established the fealization that much yet remains to be accomplished .
In particular , a compiler for the language specified must be written , and
the language features must be evaluated by the programming of an actual ,
real-t ime system . Only in this manner can the language ’s adequacy and
capabilities be suitably tested and its language specification definitely
ascer tained.

It is recommended tha t research and development effor t be direc ted toward
a better understanding of high-level language facilities pertaining to input/
output , the handl ing of exceptional conditions , the control of allocation
of processo rs to concurrent processes , and the prov ision of appropr iate
protection mechanisms using capabilities (access rights).

In add ition , if the preliminary language specification presented here in is
to form the bas is for a continued developmen t effort, it is recommended
that the following steps or development phases be carr ied out .

The f irs t phase should be the implemen tation of the compiler. Since
portability of the compiler from machin e to machine is of importance , it
is env isioned that this compiler would output a direct ly executable
language or DEL instead of machine language for a specific computer . The
DEL represen ts the optimal ins truction set and data types of an abstract
machine for executing the specified language. This phase would also in-
clude the specification of the DEL.

Phase I I  should be devoted to develop ing the means for executing the DEL.
This could be accomplished by writing an emulator on a microprograminabl~mach ine (perhap s the best method) , an interpreter on a spec if ic computer , or
by using the DEL as input to a program to generate mach ine code directly
for a target mach ine.

Once the compiler and a run-time system have been developed for the language
it mus t be adequately tested , evaluated, and changed if necessary in Phase III.
Initially algorithms pertaining to real-time applications should be written
and tested to determine the effectiveness and suitability of the language.
F inal ly  an actual prototype , real-time system should be programmed as an
exercise. With these tests as a basis it is envisioned that modification
and extensions to the language would be incorporated as needed .

Once the language constructs have been finally determined , Phase IV should
be devoted to developing the most efficient realization of the abstract
mach ine. Both sof tware and hardware techniques should be considered . Perhaps
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additional hardware processors (microprocessors) should be considered .

In summary, the goal should always be kept in mind , namely to support all
the requirements of real-time training device systems in the most cost-

- effective manner.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Real-Time PASCAL is a languige desi gned to meet the requirements of real-
time training device applicitions. It is mainly based on PASCAL developed
by Niklaus Wirth [6] and Concurrent PASCAL developed by Per Brinch Hansen
[11 , 12]. Ideas and constructs were also taken from the programming languages
ALGOL 68 [15], SIMU LA [13] and PLATO N ~2 l ] .

There are a number of modifications and extensions incorporated into the
language in a manner consistent with ti-e s tyle  of PASCAL. The main extensions
consist of the introduction of: 1) concurrent processes and constructs to
control their  creation , termination , scheduling and synchronizatio~i; 2) real-
time control , and 3) control structures consistent with the philosophy of
structured programming . The main modifications were: 1) addition of delimiters
to terminate statements; 2) change in the scope rules , and 3) d i fferen t
pr imitives for perform ing I/O .

The features of the language permit a user to program a stand alone system
assuming no underlying operating system support . From the language constructs
the user can program the requisite opera ting system features needed
to support his system . The users operating system is buil t upon the kernel
of Rea l - t ime  PASCAL. This kernel controls: 1) the allocation of concurrent
processes to processors , 2) the exclusive access of concurrent processes to
shared data , 3) the peripherals , and 4) interrupts.

It  is recognized that there are some technolog ical problems that have to be
overcome in order to obtain the efficiency needed for real-time systems .
Some of the solutions are just  now becoming available , e . g . ,  hardware to
permit eff icient access to local and global var iables and microprogrammable
mach ines the user can microprog ram. Other solu tions are not read ily ava ilable.
To overcome these inefficiencies , mod if ication may have to be made to certain
language constructs, e.g., require the user to give an upper bound on the
number of simu ltaneous activa tions of a g iven concurrent process that can
exist simultaneously, and requ ire the user to give an upper bound on the storage
requir ements for a processe~s stack .

20
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t
2. NOTATION

The syntax of Real-time PASCAL constructs is given both in BNF and in the
form of syntax diagrams.

2.1 BNF (Backus-Naur Form)

Syntactic constructs are denoted by metalinguistic variables enclosed between
angular bracks < and > . The metalinguistic variables are English words which
are suggestive of the meaning of the construct. A sequence of constructs
enclosed by the me-ta-brackets { and ) imply their repetition zero or more
times . The symbol <empty> denotes the null sequence of symbols.

Terminal symbols constitute the vocabulary of Real-time PASCAL, i .e . , its
basic symbols (cf. Section 4). They are represented by capital letters and
special characters.

Example:

<compound statement> : : =  BEGIN <statement> {;<statement>} END

2 .2  Syntax Diagrams
( The BNF specifies the language syntax whereas the syntax diagrams are desi gned

for human readability. They are not designed as a basis for parsing, e.g.,
the syntax diagrams for expressions do not reflect the precedence of operators .

A syntax diagram is a directed graph wi th a single input edge and a single
output edge. It is a graphical representation of a syntax rule. A traversal
of a syntax diagram , starting at the input edge and terminating at the output
edge , corresponds to an application of the syntax rule. To each metalinguistic
variable corresponds a syntax di agram.

The nodes of a syntax diagram are either metalinguistic variables or terminal
symbols.

Example:

compound statement:

———-~~~~ BEGIN - ~~ <statem > END

(
21
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-4.

3. CHARACTER SET

Programs are written in a subset of the Extended ASCII character set.

<character> : :=  <graphic character> <control character>

<graphic character> : : =  <special character> <letter> <dig it> I
<space>

<special character> : := + - I * I / “ • , ; : = ‘

< H I  (I )  [H H I
<let ter> : :=  A B C ... X Y Z

<di git> ::= 0 1 j ... 8 9

Letters are used for forming identifiers (cf. Section 4.3) and strings
(cf. Section 8.2. 1) .  Digits are used for forming numbers (cf.  Section 4 .4) ,
identi fiers and strings .

<control character> : := (: <dig its> :)
<digits> : : =  <digit>{<digit>}

A control character is an unprintable character. — •

Each character is represented by its ordinal value (cf. Section 8.1.1.1).
The ordinal value of a control character must be in the range 0. .127.

22
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4. BASIC SYMBOLS

A program consists of symbols and separators.

<symbol> : :=  <special symbols> I <keyword symbol> <identifiers> I
<constant>

4.1 Special Symbols

<special symbol> : := + I 
- 1 * 1 / 1 = 1 < >  I < ! < = I >= I >  ( +  I

I I (H 1 1 1 1 1  { I } I ~ I .. I ’  I “ I
(: I :) I

Special symbols have fixed meanings which will be given in the appropriate
section.

4.2 Keyword Symbols

<keyword symbol> : := AND -J ARRAY I BEGIN I CASE I CONST I DIV I DO I
DOWNTO I ELSE I END I EVENT I Fl I FOR I FORWARD I FUNCTION I
GOTO J IF J IN J INIT I LABEL I LOOP I MOD I MONITOR I NEXT I
NIL I NOT OF I OR I PACKE D I PROCEDURE PROCESS I PROGRAM I
RECORD I REPEAT I REF I SET I SHARED I TE RMINATE I THEN j TO I
TYPE I UNIV UNTIL VAR WH I LE I WITH

Keyword symbols are reserved words with a fixed meaning; they may not be
used as identifiers . They are written as a sequence of letters and are in-
terpreted as a single symbol.

4.3 Identifiers

<identifiers> : := <letter>{<letter> I <di git> }

identifier:
—0- <letter> ~

~—<1etter>
£~~~(digit>

Identifiers are names denoting constants , types , variables , procedures ,
functions , and events.

(
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4.4 Constants

A constant represents a value that can be used as an operand in an expression .

<constant> : :=  <constant identifier> I <enumeration constant>

<real constant> I <string constant> I NIL

Each type of constant will be discussed in the appropriate section.

4.5 Separators

At leas t one separator must occur between any two constants, identif iers , or
keyword symbols, and no separator may occur within such.

<separator> : :=  <space> <end of line> I <comment>
<comment> : :=  <left curly bracket> <any sequence of graphic characters

not containing)> <right curly bracket>
< left curly bracket> : :=  {
<right curly bracket : :=  }

A comment may be removed from the program text without altering its meaning .

V 
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5. BLOCKS

A block is the basic program unit. It consists of declarations of computa-
tional objects and a compound statement that operates on them .

<block> ::~ <declarations><compound statement>

Declara tions serve to define a label , constant , type, var iable , procedure ,
func tion and event, and associate with them an identifier (except for labels
which are integers). The order of the declarations is prescribed : label
declarations , constant and type definitions, variable declara tions , and
procedure and function declarations.

All computational objects must be declared before they are referenced except:
1) for a type identifier in a pointer type definition (cf. Section 8.2.4),
2) when there is a forward reference in a procedure or function call

(cf. Sections 11.10 and 12).

<declarations> ~ := {clabel declaration>}{.Constant or type definition>)
{c variable declaration> }{croutine declaration>)

<constant or type definition> : : =  <constant definition> I <type definition>
<routine declaration> : <procedure declaration> <function declaration>

<event declaration>
9

declarations:
Constant ~ _______

y definition

<label decla ration> -*~’ +_ c type definition> 4~<variable declaration>iJ

i-~~ 
<procedure declaration>

~~~ <process declaration>

<f unction declaration>
<event declaration>

A compound statement is a sequence of statements separated by semicolons and
enclosed oy the delimiters BEGIN and END (cf. Section 11.2).

The structure of a program (Cf. Section 14), routine (cf. Section 12), process
(cf. Section 13); and monitor (cf. Section 8.2.5) each consist of a heading
and a block. Thus there are no anonymous blocks (as in ALGOL or PL/I).
However , blocks may be nested since routine and system type declarations may
be nested (cf. Section 15 for the scope rules for names dec ~red in a block).

(
25
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6. LABEL DECLA RATION S

A label declaration serves to list all labels defined in a block. Any state-
ment in a block may be marked by prefixing the statement with a 

label

followed by a colon. A label is defined to be an unsigned integer .

<label declaration> ::= LABEL4abe 1> {, < l abe l>) ,
<label> ::= <unsigned integer>
<unsigned integer> ::= <di git> {<digit>)

label declaration:

~ LABELJ~4.ø~<unsi~ned inte~er>J*’

Example :

LABEL 1, 15;

—
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(
7. CONSTANT DEFINITIONS

A constant definition introduces an identifier as a synonym to a constant.

<constant definition> : := CONST ~dentifier>=<constant>;{<identifier>=<constant~ ;}

constant definition :

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~; -

- 
Example:

CONST P1= 3.1415927; N=20;

(

H 
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8. DATA TYPE DEFINITIONS

A data type defines the set of values a variable may assume. Each variable
can be associated witi’ one and only one type. All types are built from
simple types. Variables of simple type can only be operated on as a whole.
The simple types consist of the enumeration types , real , queue and reference
type.

A structured type is a composition of other types. It is characterized by
i ts components types and its structuring method . A component of a variable
of structured type is denoted by a sel ector. The structured types consist
of array , record , set , pointer and monitor types.

Monitor , queue and reference types are active types; all other types are
passive types.

Data types of two operands must be compatible in order for an operation to
be performed on them (cf . Section 10.1) .

<type definition> ::= TYPE <identifier>=<type> ;{<identifier>=<type>; }
<type> ::= <simple> I <structured type>

type definition:

—0 TYPE <identifier> 0 = —0-<type> —f lo ;

8.1 Simple Types

A simple type is either defined by the programmer or is one of the standard
types: INTEGER , REAL , BOOLEAN , CHAR , QUEUE , or REF.

<simple type> ::= <enumeration type> I REAL I <type identifier> I
<queue type> I <reference type>

. -
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8.1.1 En umeration Types

An enumeration type is characterized by the set of its distinct values ,
upon which a linear ordering is defined.

<enumeration type> :: INTEGER I BOOLEAN I CHAR I <scaler type> I
<subrange type>

<scelar type> : := (<identifier>{,<identifier>))

<subrange type> ::= <enumeration constant> .. -<enumeration constant>
<enumeration constant> ::= <identifier> I <character constant>

<boolean constant> I <integer constant>

enumeration type:

— 0- CHAR

—0-BOOLEAN

u INTEGER
—

~~~~~ 
(.~~.< ident if i~~~j -0) 0

( —0. <enumeration constant>_g... .-.0-<enurneration constant>—

The basic operators for variables of enumeration type are assignment ( :=)
and the relational operators (< , = , > , <= , <> , >=) . The standard functions
applying to enumeration types are :

SIJCC(X) The succeedor value of X in the enumeration (if it exists) .
PRED(X) The predecessor value of X in the enumeration (if it exists).

An enumeration value can be used to select one of several statements for
execution (cf. Section 11.5) . An enumeration type can be used to execute
a statement repeatedly for a subrange of the enumeration values (cf. Section 11.6) .

(
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II

8.1.1.1 INTEGER Type

A value of the standard enumeration type INTEGER is an element of the
implementation defined subset of whole numbers represented by integer
constants.

<integer constant> ::= <dig its>
<digits> ::= <digit>{<digit>)

The following operators are defined for integer operands and yield an integer
value :

+ plus sign or add
- minus sign or substract
* multiply
D IV divide and truncate
MOD modu]D. a mod b = a -((a DIV b)*b)

The standard functions applying to integers are:
ABS(X) The result of type integer is the absolute value of X.
SQR(X) The result is X squared.
CONV(X) The result is the real value , corresponding to the integer X.
CHR(X) The result of type CHAR is the character with the ordinal

value of X.

8.1.1.2 BOOLEAN Type

A value of the standard enumeration type BOOLEAN is one of the logical truth
values denoted by the predefined boolean constants.

<boolean constant> ::= FALSE I TRUE

Type Boolean is defined as:

TYPE BOOLEAN = (FALSE , TRUE )

so that FALSE <TRUE.

The following operators are defined for Boolean operands and yield a Boolea n
value :

AND (log ical conjunction)
OR (log ical disjunction)
NOT (logical negation)

Each of the 16 Boolean operations can be defined using the above operators
and the relational operators. For example , if p and q are Boolean ’s val ues:

p.c=q implicatibn
p=q equivalence
p<>q exclusive OR

A Boolean value can be used to select one of two statements for execution
(cf. Section 11.4) , or to repeat the execution of a statement while a condition
is true (cf. Section 11.9) .

V 30
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8.1.1.3 CHAR Type

A value of the standard enumeration type CHAR is an element of the ordered
set of ASCII characters represented by character constants.

<characte r constant> ::= ‘<character> ’

The ordering of characters is defined by their ordinal numbers which are
strickly implementation dependent.

The following standard function applies to characters :
ORD(X) The result of type integer is the ordinal number of the

character X in the underlying ordered character set.

8 .1 . 1.4  Scalar Types

A scalar type defines an ordered set of values by enumeration of identifiers
which denote these values .

cscaler t ype> ::= (<identifier> { ,<id entifier> })

scalar type:

0- (~~~~ <i~en t i~~~~j -0 ) -~
--

The same identifier may not appear in two scalar types.

The standard function with arguments of scalar type is:
ORD(X) The result of type integer is the ordinal number of the scalar

X in the underlying ordered enumeration . The ordinal number
of the first identifier listed is 0.

Example:

TYPE PRIMARY = (RED , YELLOW , B LUE) ;
SUIT = (CLU B , DIAMOND , HEART , SPADE);
DAY (PION, TUES , WED , THURS , FRI . SAT, SUN) ;

(
31 
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8.1 .1 .5  Subrange Type

A type may be defi ned as a subrange of any other already defined enumeration
type by indication of the least and largest value in the subrange . The first
enumeration constant specifies the lower bound , and must be less than the
upper bound.

<subrange type> ::= <enumeration constant> ..<enumeration constant>

Examples:

TYPE DIGIT =

INDEX = 0.. 16;
WORKDAY = MON . . FRI ;

8 .1 .2  REAL Type

A value of the standard type real is an element of the implementation
defined subset of real numbers represented by real constants.

<real constant> ::= <digits>.<digits> I <digits> .<digits> ,~ <scale factor>

<dig its> 0 <scale factor>
<scale factor> : : =  <digits> I <sign><digits>
<sign> ::= + I -

real constant: ___________________

0r- <digits> I ~~ . 0_ <di~its>

1

~~.u.Mf~~~~~0_<di~ its> ~~ 0-

The following operators yield a real value if at least one of the operands
is of type real and the other being of type integer or real :

* mul tiply
/ divide (both operands may be integers)
+ add
- subt ract
:= assignment (the left operand must be real)

The following relational operators are defined for reals and yield a boolean
value :

< less
= equal
> greater
<= less or equal
<> not equal
>= greater or equal

32
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Standard functions accepting a real argument and yielding a real resul t
are:

ABS(X) absolute value
SQR(X) X squared

Standard functions with a real or integer argument and a real result are :
SIN(X)  trigonometric functions
COS (X)
ARCTA N (X)
LN (X) natural logarithm
EXP(X) exponential function
SQRT(X) square root

Standard functions wi th a real argument yielding integer results are :
TR~JNC(X) The result is the whole part, i .e., the frac tional part is

discarded.
ROUND(X) The result is the rounded integer.

= TRUNC(X + 0.5), X~Ø
= TRUNC(X - 0.5) , X<Ø

(
33
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8.1.3 Qu Eu E Typ~
The type QUEUE may be used within a monitor type (cf. Section 8.2.5) to
delay and resume the execution of a call ing process with in a shared rout ine
(cf. Section 12). A queue variable does not have any stored value accessible
to the program. It is either empty or non-empty. Ini tial ly  it is empty.
Queue variables can only be declared in a permanent variable in a monitor
type.

The fol low ing standard function appl ies to queues:
EMPTY(X) The result is a Boolean value defining whether or not

the queue is empty.

The following standard procedures are defined for queues:
DELAY(X ,P) The cal l ing process wi th priori ty P is delayed in the

queue X and looses its exclusive access to the given
monitor variables. The monitor can now be called by
other processes. In order to avoid the risk of indef ini te
overtaking , pr ior ity should be a nondecrea~ing function
of the time at which the delay commences.

CONTINUE(X) The calling process returns from the monitor routine that
performs the continue operations. If a process is
waiting in the queue X , that process with the lowest
priority immediately resumes its execution of the monitor
routine that delayed it. The resumed process now again
has exclusive access to the monitor variables. The
continue operation is followed immediately by resumption
of the delayed process. There is no possibility of an
intervening call on a monitor procedure by a third process.
Thus the resumed process is guaranteed it will get exclusive
access to the monitor variables.

The above standard procedures and function may be called only within a monitor
type.
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8.1.4 REF Type

A variable of type REF is used to reference an instance of a process. The
value of such a variable must be well-defined. If the variable is not a
reference to a process , its value is zero .

A reference variable is assigned a well-defined value by means of the
Standard procedure

PROS ID CX)

This procedure assigns the iden t i ty  of the ca l l ing  process to X. f the
procedure is called with in a routine , the value assigned to X is the identity
of the process that called the routine. A process identity is a un ique
integer. During the initialization of processes , a unique con secutive
integer 1, 2 , . . .  is associated with a process starting with the initial
process (cf .  Section 14). The value of X prior to the procedure call must
be zero .

8.2 Structured Types

A structured type specifies the type(s) of its components and a structuring
method.

<structured type> ::= <unpacked structured type> j <pointer type>

<monitor type> I PACKED 4inpacked structured type>
<unpacked structured type> : := carray type> ( <record type> <set type>

The prefix PACKE D means the internal data representation of the type is
economized with respect to storage at the expense of a possible loss in
efficiency of access.

(
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8.2.1 Array Type

An array consists of a fixed number of components of the same component
type . Components of the array are designated by computable indices of the
index type (cf.  Section 9 . 2 . 2 ) .

<array type> ::= ARRAY [<index type>{,-<index type>)] OF <component type>
<index  type> ::= <enumeration type>
<component type> ::= <type>

array type:

-0- ARRAY —, [ ~~~~~~ <enumerat io YPe>
1j—0

1~~
0. OF—0.<type> 0

The dime nsion of an array is the number , n , of index types. An array
componen t is des ignated by n indices. Index types are static and cannot
be varied dynamically.

Example:

TYPE TABLE = ARRAY [0. .N , 0. .M 1 OF INTEGER;
LATE = ARRAY [WORKDAYJ OF BOOLEAN ;
HASHTABLE = ARR A Y[’A’ .. ’z’ ]  OF PERSON;

The component of an array may be structured, in particular , it may be an
array type. Thus, arrays are stored in row major order .

Example:

TYPE = MATRIX = ARRAY [0. .10] OF ARRAY [0. .10] OF REAL;
and

TYPE MATRIX = ARRAY [O. .10, 0. .10] OF REAL;
are equivalent .

String type is defined by:

PACKED ARRAY [1. .N] OF CHAR

i.e., is a one-dimensional array of N characters

36
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k

Example:

TYPE STRING = PACKED ARRAY[1. .10] OF CHAR

Strings are represented by string constants of length N.

<string constant> : : =  ‘<character>{<character>}’

A quote mark in a string is represented by two quote marks.

The ordering of strings is determined by the ordering of the underlying
character set .

The following operators apply between operands that are passive, compatible
array types :

assignment
= equal

not equal
less

> greater
less or equal

>= greater or equal

For strings , the operands must be of the same length.

Standard functions for arrays are :
PACK(A , i, Z) means Z[j]:=A[j-u+iJ u~j.SvUN PACK(Z , A, i) means A [j-u+i]:=Z[j], u~j~v

where A is a variable of type ARRAY[m . .nJ OF T
Z is a variable of type PACKED ARRAY [u. .v] OF T
(n-m) ~ (v-u)

(
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8.2.2 RECORD Type

A record consists of either a fixed number of components called fields ,
which may be of differen t types , or a variant part , or both. For reference
purposes each component must be given a distinct name , called the f ield
identif ier , and an associated type must be specified . Components are
selected by constant field identifiers (cf. Section 9.2.3).

<record type> ::= RECORD <field list> END
<field l ist> ::= <fixed part> I <fixed part>;<variant part> I <variant part>
<fi xed part> ::= <record section>{;-<record section>)
<record section> ::= <field identifier>{,<field identifier>}:<type> I ~ mpty>
<variant part> ::= CASE <tag field><type identifier> OF <variant>{;<variant>)
<variant> ::= <case label l i s t> : (<f ie ld  list>) <empty>
<case label list> ::= <case label>{,<case label>
<case label> ::= <enumeration constant>
<tag field> ::= <identifier> : I <empty>

record type:

0- RECORD ~~ <field list> 0 END 0

field list:

<fi xed part> -~~ <variant part> 0

fixed part:

0 <type > 0

variant part: 
________________________

CASE r- cidentifier> 0- : -0- <type identifier> -0OF

F

L
~

_ Pr
~
<enumeration co~s~~~t>- j—_o.: ,_ (  — ‘-<field l i s t >0 )  0

A record type may have several variants. The list of components for a
variant is enclosed in parenthesis and labeled by a case label which is a
unique enumeration constant(s) of the type of the tag fi eld. The tag field
is a componen t of the record itself and indicates the currently valid
variant. A component of a variant can only be referenced if the value of
the tag field is equal to one of the variants case labels.

38
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The notation for referencing a component of a record type can be abbreviated
by using the WI TH statement (cf.  Section 11.9) .

The following operators apply between operands that are passive, compatible
records :

:= assignment
= equal
<> not equal

less
> greater
<= less or equa l
>= greater or equa l

Example:

TYPE STATUS = (STUDENT , FACULTY , ADMINISTRATION ) ;
COMP LEX = RECORD RE , IM: REAL END;
DATA = RECORD MONTh : (JAN , FEB , MAR , APR , MAY , JUN , JUL , AUG , SEPT ,

OCT , NOV. DEC) ;
DAY : 1. .31;
YEAR : INTEGER

END;
PERSON = RECORD

NAME : RECORD FIRST , LAST: PACKED ARRAY [1. .10] OF CHAR;
END;

SOCIALSECURIT Y : INTEGER;
SEX : (MALE , FEMALE) ;
PIRTh : DATE ;
COLLEGE : (AS, ENG , BUS) ;
CASE 5: STATUS OF

STUDENT : (GRADUATE : BOOLEAN ;
YEAR : (1. . 7 ) ) ;

FACULTY : (TENURE : BOO LEAN ;
RANK: (INST , ASSTPRO F , ASSOCPROF , PROF)) ;

ADMINISTRATION : (POSITION : (ASSTDEAN , DEAN , CHAI RMAN , OTHER);
STAFF : BOOLEAN)

END;

(
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8.2.3 SET Type

A set type defines the set of all subsets of values of the base type, in-
cluding the empty set. The base type must be an enumeration type.

<set type> ::= SET OF <base type>
<base type> ::= <enumeration type>

A set type offers facilities similar to a bit string .

Sets are built up from expressions of the base type (cf. Section 10.3).

The following operators apply between operands that are compatible sets:
+ set union
* set intersection
- set difference

>= set inclusion (contained in, contained)
: = assignment
= set equali ty

set inequality
IN set membership . The first operand must be an enumeration type

and the second must be its associated set type. The result is
TRUE when the left operand is an element of the r ight operand;
otherwise FALSE .

Example:

TYPE COLO R SET OF PRIMARY;
BYTE = SET OF 0. .7;
CHARSET = SET OF CHAR ;

8.2.4 Pointer Type

A pointer type consists of an unbounded set of values pointing to components
of a g iven component type . The pointer type is bound to the given component
type and may not be bound to any other type. The component type must be a
passive type .

<pointer type> : := f<type>

The operators applying to pointer operands with compatible component types
are:

assignment
= equal (result is true if pointer operands are associated with the

same component)
<> not equal

40
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The po inter constant NIL is an element of every poin ter type; it po ints to
no element at all. All pointer variables have the initial value of NIL.

New pointer values may be generated by the following standard dynamic storage
allocation procedure:

NEW(P) Allocates storage for a new component with P’ s component
type and assi gns the pointer to it to the pointer variable P.

Storage for a pointer component can be deallocated by the standard procedure:
DISPOSE (P) Storage allocated to the component referenced by the

pointer P is freed .

Examples:

TYPE CHAIN = + NODE;
MODE = RECORD

VALUE : INTEGER;
LINK : CHAIN

-
~~~ END;

8 .2 .5  Moni tor Type

A monitor type defines a data structure and the operations that can be
performed on the data structure by concurrent processes. The monitor can
be used to synchronize concurrent processes, transimit data between them,
and schedule processes competing for shared physical resources.

The variables declared within a monitor type are accessible only within the
monitor type. Only monitor entry routines have access to them. (cf. Section
12). These variables exist forever after initialization of a variable of
type monitor . They are ~ermanent variables.

The routines declared within a monitor are either simple routines or
entry routines (of. Section 12). A simple monitor routine is accessible
only within the monitor while a monitor entry routine is accessible out-
side the monitor type (but not within it). Only a process or another monitor
type may call a monitor entry routine. If concurrent processes simultaneously
call mon itor routines , the calls will be executed strictly one at a time.
In this way a monitor entry routine has exclusive access to the permanent
monitor variables while it is being executed . A process waiting to enter a
monitor is delayed for a short period of time until a monitor entry routine
is finished executing . This short-term scheduling of simultaneous monitor
calls is handled by the virtual machine on which concurrent processes run.

(
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However , it must also be possible to delay processes for longer periods of
time because certain conditions are not satisfied (e.g., a process requesting
information from an empty buffer must be delayed until another process
sends more data) . Monitor entry routines can control this  medium-term
schedul ing of processes by us ing the queue da ta type (cf.  Section 8. 1.3) .
A process delayed in a queue loses its exclus ive access to the permanent
monitor variables unti l  another process calls the same sionitor and wakes
it up again.

Monitor entry routines can call  entry routines defined within other monitor
types (in order to facilitate hierarchical design). However, entry pro-
cedures cannot be called recurs ively , either direct ly or ind irectly.

A mon itor type also defines an ini tial statement that will be executed when
a variable of the monitor type is initialized by means of the INIT state-
ment (cf. Section 11.11).

A variable of type monitor must be declared within a process or monitor
type . It cannot be declared within a routine . Because monitor variables
are declared , there are a fixed number of monitors in a system.

<monitor type> ::= <monitor heading><block>
<monitor heading> ::= MON ITOR

Examples: (cf. Hoare [26])

CONS N = . . .;  M = . . .;  {note: M = N -l , N is the number of buffers)
TYPE PORTION = RECORD. . . END;

VAR BOUNDED_BUFFER : MONITOR

VAR BUFFER: ARRA Y [O. .M] OF PORTION ;
LASWOINTER: 0. .M; {points to the buffer position into which

the next append operation will  put a new
item)

COUNT : 0. .N ;  {number of f i l led buffers)
NONEMP TY , NONFULL : QUEUE; { COUN1~SØ , COUNT.cN respecti vely)

42
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PROCEDURE ENTRY APPEND (X :PORT I ON) ;
BEGIN IF COUNT = N THEN DELAY (NONFULL , 0) Fl;
BUFFER (LASTPO INTE I~ :=
LASTPOINTER := (LASTPOINTER + 1) MOD N;
COUNT := COUNT + 1;
CONTINUE (NONEMPTY)
END (APPEND ) ;

PROCEDURE ENTRY REMOVE (VAR X:PORTION);
BEGIN IF COUNT = 0 ThEN DELAY(NONEMPTY , o) Fl;
X := BUFFER[(LASTPOINTER - COUNT) MOD N] ;
CONTINUE (NONFULL) -

END (REMOVE ) ;
BEGIN (initial statement of monitor)
COUNT := 0; LASTPOINTE R := 0
END { BOUNDED BUFFER~;

(cf. Section 13 for examples of concurrent processes that use the mon itor
BOUNDED_BUFFER)

(
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9. VARIABLES

A variable is a named data structure that can contain values of a simgle
type. The basic operations on a variable are assignment of a new value to
it and a reference to its current value.

9.1 Variable Declaration

All variables must be declared in a variable declaration prior to their use.

<va riable declarations> :: VAR <variable declaratj on> {;<varj able declaration> }~<variable declaration> : := <identifier> {, <identifier> }:<type>

var iabl e declarations

-0- VAR __..f ______
~~~~~~~~~ <id nt i~~~~~~~

1
~o. : 0 <type> a.- ; 0-

Examples:

VAR I,J: INTEGER;
Ml , M2 , M3: MATRIX;
P1: PERSON ;
K: 1. .10;
Bl , B2: BOOLEAN ;
HUE : COLOR;
OPCODE : (ADD , SUB , MPY , Dlv) ;
X ,Y: REAL;
WORKWEEK: WORKDAY ;
PT 1, PT2: CHAIN;

9.2 Variable Denotations

An entire variable is a variable declared with a simple type and is denoted
by its identifier.  A component variable is a variable declared with an
array , record , or pointer type. A component of such a variable is denoted
by the variable ’s identifier followed by a selector specifying the component .
The form of the selector depends on the structured type of the variable.

<variable> ::~ <entire variable> I <component variable>
<component variable> ::= <array component> I <record component> I

<pointer component>

1~
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9.2.1 Entire Variable

An entire variable is denoted by its identifier .

<entire variable> ::= <variable identifier>
<variable identifier> ::= <identifier>

9.2.2 Array Component

A component of an n-dimensional array variable is selected (denoted) by
the variable identifier followed by n index expressions enclosed in square
brackets and separated by comnas. The index expressions must be compatible
with the index types declared in the definition of the array type, and equal
in number to the dimensionality of the array variable.

<array component> : : = <array var iable>[<expression> { ,<expression>}]
<array variable> ::= <variable>

array component:

- -i— <variable> 0 1  ti~
r <exPres

~~~~~~
J._.0 ] -0-

Examples:

VAR M: MATRIX ; LATEDAYS : LATE ;
M[I+J , K]
LATEDAYS [TUES]

9.2.3 Record Component

A component of a record variable is selected (denoted) by the record
variable ’s identifier followed by the field identifier of the component
separated by a period .

<record component> ::= <record variable> .cfield identifier>
<record variable> ::= <variable>
<fi eld identifier> ::= <identifier>

record component:

-
~~~~ <variable> .— —

~~~ <identifier> - a.

(
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Examples:

P1. NAI€. LAST
P1. SEX
P1 . DATE. DAY
Pl.S
Pl.RAN J(

9.2 .4  Pointer Component

The component of a pointer variable is selected (denoted) by the pointer
va riable followed by the symbo l +. Given

VAR P: +T;
th en P denotes a pointer variable and its pointer value while P+ denotes the
variable of type T referenced by P .

<pointer component> ::= <pointer variable>+
<pointer variable> ::= <variable>

- 

pointer component:

~- <variable> -0 + 0-

Examples:

VAR P:+NODE;
P+ .VALUE
P+ . LINK
P+. LINK+.VALU E

46
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10. EXPRESSIONS

An expression is a rule of computation for obtaining a value by appl ication
of operators to operands. Expressions are in infix notation . The sequence
of operations is from lef t to right with the following pr iori ty rules :

f irst : factors are evaluated
second: terips are evaluated
thi rd: simple expressions are evaluated
fourth: expressions are evaluated

<expression> :: <simple expression> I <simple expression>crelational
operator><s imp le expression>

<simple expression> : := <term> <simple expression><adding operator>

<term> <addi ng operator><term>
<te rm> ::= <factor> I <term><multiplying operator><factor>
<factor> ::= <variable> <constant> I <function call> <set>

(<e xpression>) NOT <factor>
<set> ::= [<element list>]

<element list> ::= <element>(,<element>) I <empty>

<element> ::= <expression> I <expression> .. <expression>

expression:

a.- <simple expression> a.-
= <> < <= > >= IN . 4

~ 
<s1*Ple

j
exPresslon>

simple expression:

4 O < term> A 
- 0

- ....Z ‘T + - OR
L <term>

- 47
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-p

term :-

~~~~ <factor>

<factor> * / DIV MOD AND

~~t + + +
fac tor:

— a. <variable> —a.-
0- <constant> 0

—a.-- <function call>— ~~
— 0 <set> 0-
.
~~

( —0~<expression>.-~. . .  )_. .

0- NOT— 0<facto r> — -

Examples:

Factors : I Terms: X~Y
10 I DIV J
F(X +Y , K) X/Y[ 1  (X<>Y) AND (Y>Z)[RED]
(X+Y)
NOT BOL

Simple expressions : X+Y

B + SQRT (B*B_4=A* (~)[RE D, YELLOW] + HUEJ.

Expressions : X = 5
P>*Q
[RED ] IN HUE 1

)
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10.1 Type Compatibility

An operator can only be applied to two operands if their data types are
compatible. Two types are compatible if:

1) both types are defined by the same type definit ion , or
2) both types are subranges of a single enumeration typ e , or
3) both are string types of the same length , or
4) both are set types whose members are of compatible base types

(the empty set is compatible with any set), or
5) one is of type integer or a subrange thereof and the other is of

type real.

Thus there is no conversion of types except integer t~ real .

10.2 Operators

10.2.1 NOT Operator

NOT denotes the negation of its Boolean operand.

10.2.2 Multiplying Operators

<multi plying operator> ::= * I / J DIV I MOD I AND

Operator Operation Type of Operands Type of Result
* Mul tipl ication INTEGER , REAL I NTEGER , REAL

Set intersection set type T T

/ Division REAL , INTEGER REAL

DIV division with INTEGER INTEGER
truncation

MOD modu lu s INTEGER INTEGER

AND log ical and BOOLEAN BOOLEAN

( 
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10.2.3 Adding Operators

<adding operator> ::= + J - I OR
Operator Operation Type of Operands Type of Result

oinary + Addition INTEGER , REAL INTEGER , REAL
Set Union set type T T

binary - Subtraction INTEGER , REAL INTEGER , REAL
Set difference set type T T

OR logical or BOOLEAN BOOLEAN

unary - negation INTEGER , REAL INTEGER , REAL

unary + identity INTEGER , REAL INTEGER , REAL

10.2.4 Relational Operators

<relational operator> ::= = <> I < I < I > I > IN

Operator Operation Type of Operands Type of Result
= equal passive Boolean

equivalence Boolean
un~qual passive
exclusive or Boolean
greater enumeration , REAL Booleari
less string
less or equal enumeration, string , Boolean

REAL
contained in set type T
implication Boolean

>= greater or equal enumeration , string , Boolean
REAL

contai ns set type T
IN membersh ip Left operand is of Boolean

enumeration type and
the right operand is
of set type whose mem-
bership type is compat-
ible with the lef t
operand .
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10.3 Sets

Set values are constructed from one or more expressions enclosed in square
brackets and separated by commas. The value is the set consisting of the
expression values. The set expressions must be of compatible enumeration
types.

set : ___________________

_____  I 
~~~~cexPres~~~~> _ 0 - ]  -0

The empty set is denoted by [ ].

(
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11. STATEMENTS

Statements denote operations on constants and variable s . They may be
prefixed by label which can be referenced by a GOTO statement. Simple
statements cannot be divided into smaller statements. Structured statements
are composed of other statements.

<statement> ::= <unlabelled statement> I <label> : <unlabelled statement>

<unlabelled statement> ::= <simple statement> I <structured statement>
<simple  statement> ::= <empty statement> <assignment statement>

<procedure call> <event call> I <goto statement> I <m it statement>
<terminate statement>

<structured statement> : := <compound statement> I <basic structured
statement>

<basic structured statement> ::= <until statement> I <conditional statement>
V 

<repetitive statement> I <with statement>
<conditional statement> ::= <if statement> <case statement>

<repetitive statement> ::= <for statement> <loop statement>

<empty statement> ::= <empty>

statement:

0-
a.- <assignment statement>
*<procedure call> - 0
0<event call> 0-

—0<goto statement> 0
—0<compound statement’ 0
—a.-<if statement>
-0--<case statement> 0-
-a.-<for statement>
a.<ioop statement> 0-

-0 Cuntil statement> 0
-.0-<with stat ement> 0

--1— cinit statement> 0-
0—<terininate statement>

52
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11 .1 Assignment Statement

The assignment statement serves to replace the current value of a variable
by a new value specified by an expression. The type of the variable and the
expression must be compatible.

The variable must be of passive type and may not bc a constant parameter.
Assignment to a function identifier must occur within the block of the function’s
declaration. There must occur one or more explicit assignment statements
of which at least one must be executed .

<assignment statement> ::= <variable> := <expression> I <function identifier>

:= <expression>

assignment statement:

,-< variable> ~~ : =_ ~~0 <expression> 0-

t a-<function identifier>4

Examples:

l :=l
M[ l , J+K ] := SQR(J) - I~J
P1.NAME := ‘PASCAL’
HUE := [RED, SUCC(YELLOW)]

11.2 Compound Statement

A compound statement defines a sequence of statements to be executed
sequentially in the sane order as they are written. The sequence of state-
ments are separated by the statement separator ; (which does not act as a
statement terminator).

<compound statement> ::= BEGIN <statement>{;<statement>} END

compound statement:

0-BEGIN 
+__

o-<stateine

~~~~

j——a. .END -0

Example:

BEGIN TEMP := X; X := Y; Y := TEMP END

(
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H 1
11.3 GOTO Statement

A GOTO statement breaks the normal sequential execution of statements by
defin ing its successor explicit ly by a label , i .e. , the next statement
executed is the one labeled with the specified label. The label of a GOTO
statement must be declared in the block containing the GOTO statement , and
a statement within such block must be marked by the label. That is, the
scope of a label is the block within which it is defined .

<goto statement> ::= GOTO <label>

11.4 IF Statement

The IF statement selects for execu tion one of two statements depending on
the value of a Boolean expression . If the Boolean expression is true
then the f irst statement is execu ted , else the second is executed. The
second statement is optional.

<if statement> ::= IF <expression> THEN <statement component> Fl I
IF <expression> ThEN <statement component> ELSE <statement component>

Fl
<statement component> ::= <statement> I <statement group>
<statement grou~~::= <basic statement>{;<basic statement>

<basic statement ::= <simple statement> <basic structured statement>

The ThEN-ELSE, ELSE-Fl or THEN-FT act as delemeters around the statement
component so that the delimiters BEGIN and END are not needed.. A semicolon
may never preceed an ELSE or Fl. The syntactic ambiguity arising from
nested IF statements is resolved by associating an ELSE with the first THEN
preced ing it .

if statement:

0-IF 
~
0<expression>__

~~~~~< t t  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V

Examples.

IF I~N THEN N := I; M[N ] := 0 Fl

IF X’=Y THEN MAX := X; MIN := Y ELSE MAX := Y; MIN : X Fl

54
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11.5 CASE Statement

The CASE statement selects one of several statements for execution based on
the value of an enumeration expression . Each statement is labeled by one
or more unique enumeration constants of the same type as the enumeration
expression. The statement labeled with the current value of the expression
is executed . If no such label exists, the one statement with the label DEFAULT
is executed. If no DEFAULT label exists, none of the statements will be executed .

<case statement> ::= CASE <expression> OF <case eleinent>{;case element} END
<case element> : := <case label list> : <statement>
<case label list> ::= <case label>{,<case label>}
<case label> ::= <enumeration constant> I DEFAULT

case statement:

—a.- CASE—0 <expression>—--0 OF 

+~
a.
~
<case el ~~~~~~~~ END a.

case element:

constant> 1j p  : —<statement> —0--

0 DEFAULT 3

Example:

CASE OPCODE OF
ADD: X := X+Y;
SUB: X := X-Y;
MPY : X := X*Y ;
DIV : X : X/Y;

— 
DEFAULT : ERROR ( ’ILLE GAL OPCODE ’)
END;

11.6 FOR Statement

A FOR statement specifies that a statement is to be repeatedly executed
for a subrange of enumeration values that are assigned to the control variable.
The contro l variable may not be a constant parameter , a record field , a
function identifier or an array element .

(
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The repeated statement may not change the value of the control variable.

The subrange of enumeration values is specified by expressions defining the
initial and final values which are evaluated only once. The control variable,
the initial value , and the final value must be of compatible enumeration type.

The control variable can either be incremented from its initial value TO
its final value or decremented from its initial value DOWNTO its final value .
The statement is not executed if the initial value is greater (less) than
the final value in the case of TO (DOWNTO). The final value of the control
variable is undefined upon normal exit from the for statement.

<for statement> ::= FOR <control variable> := <for list> DO
<statement component> NEXT

<for list> ::= <initial value> TO <final value> I <initial value>
DOWNTO <final value>

<control variable> ::= <identifier>
<initial value> ::= <expression>
<final value> ::= <expression>

for statement

-a. FOR —a.-<identifier>-—o :=

-
~~~ NEXT ~—<statement component> ~~—DO -

~~~~ <expression>

A FOR statement of the form:
FOR ID := El TO E2 bO SC NEXT

is equi valent to the sequence of statements:
IV := El; FY := E2;
IF IV <= FV ThEN

ID :=  IV; SC;
ID := SUCC(ID) ; SC;

ID := FV; SC
Fl
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I
A FOR statement of the form:

FOR ID := El DOWNTO E2 DO SC
is equivalent to the sequence of stateme’~ts:

IV := El; FV := E2;
IF IV >= FV THEN

ID :~ IV; SC;
ID :~ PRED( I D) ; SC;

ID :~ FV; SC
FT

A semicolon may never preceed a NEXT .

Examples:

FOR K := 1 TO 10 DO
X := X + M[I ,K]

• NEXT

FOR WORKWEEK := MON TO FRI DO
IF LATEDAY S[WORICDAY] THEN

PAY := PAY - DAYWAGE Fl
( NEXT

11.7 LOOP-WH I LE Statement

The LOOP-WHILE statement specifies that certain statements are to be executed
repeatedly while a Boolean expression remains true.

<loop statement> ::= LOOP <statement component> WHILE <expression>
<statement component> REPEAT

loop statement:

0- LOOP .—a. .<statement component>—0- WHILE—--0 <expression> a.

V 

-4 REPEAT ‘ —cstatement component>

(
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Two important cases occur when either statement component is empty. If the
first statement component is empty, the form is:

LOOP WHILE B:
SC
REPEAT

This is the “while B do 5” statement found in other languages. If the
Boolean expression is Tnitially false the statement component is not executed;
otherwise it is executed repeatedly while the Boolean expression remains true.

If the second statement comp9nent is empty, the form is:
LOOP

SC
WH I LE B: REPEAT

This is the “repeat S until-’B” statement found in other languages. The
statement component is executed at least once. The statement component is
executed until the Boolean expression becomes false.

A semicolon may never preceed a WH I LE or REPEAT.

Example:

{Quicksort of array elements A[zn] to A[n]}
I := M; J := N; V := kEN];
LOOP

LOOP WHILE A [I]<V : I := 1+1 REPEAT;
LOOP WH I LE AEJ]’V : J := J-l REPEAT;

WH I LE I<J
A[I] :=
I := 1+1; J := J-l

REPEAT

11.8 UNTIL Statement

The UNTIL statement specifies that a structured statement is to be executed
until one of the designated events bound to it is invoked within the structured
statement . When the event is invoked (cf. Section 11.10.3) control leaves
the structured statement and the next statement is executed , i .e. ,  execution
of the st ructured statement is terminated . If no situation is invoked ,
execution of the structured statement terminates in the normal manner.

Events provide a mechanism for exiti~g from nested structured statements , V

in particular , a multilevel loop .
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<until statement> ::= UNTIL <event identifier>{,<event identifier>)
<structured statement>

<event identifier> ::= <identifier>

until statement:

-o- UNTIL a.- <event identifier1j ~~.- : 0 <structured statement’- —0

Examples:

UNTIL ERROR
BEGIN

IF AVAI L:N IL q THEN ERROR(’AVAILABLE SPACE EXHAUSTED’) Fl;

END

UNTIL EXITFOR
FOR I := 1 TO N DO

FOR J := 1 TO M DO

iF M[ I , JJ = 0 ThEN EXITFOR Fl; (both for loops are terminated)

NEXT
NEXT

11.9 WITH Statement

The WITH statement permits record fields and monitor entry routines (out-
side the monitor type in which they are declared) to be used as variable
identifiers within the qualified statement, i.e., it is unnecessary to qualify
them with the identifiers of the record or monitor variable. No assignments
may be made in the qualified statement to any elements of the with variable
list. However, assignments are possible to the components of these variables.

<with statement> :: WITH <with variable list> DO <qualified statement>
<with variable list> ::= <with variable>C<with variable>)
<with variable> ::z <record variable> I <monitor variable>
<qualified statement> ::= <statement>
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with statement

a.- WITH—7~~~~<v~~ia~~~~11—_a.. DO -o- <statement> a.

The use of more than one <with variable> is equivalent to the use of nested
WITH statements, i.e.,

WITH Vl, V2, . . ,  Vn DO S
is equivalent to

WITh Vi DO
WITh V2 DO

WITH Vn DO

Example:

WITH P1 , NAME , BIRTH DO
BEGIN LAST := ‘PASCAL ’ ;

SOCIALSECURITY := 200308394;
MONTh : = JAN ;
S := FACULTY ;
POSITION := DEAN

END

11.10 Routine Calls

A routine call specifies the execution of a procedure, function or event
with a list of actual parameters known as arguments. The arguments are
var iables , expressions, procedure identifiers and function identifiers, and
are substituted for the corresponding (formal) parameters defined in the
routine declaration (cf. Section 12). The arguments are substituted for
the parameters before the routine is executed. The number of arguments must
equal the number of parameters specified in the routine declaration, and the
correspondence is established by position. Arguments corresponding to
variable parameters must be variables while arguments corresponding to
constalit parameters must be expressions. Components of a packed structure
may not be arguments corresponding to variable parameters. Arguments
corresponding to procedure/function parameters must be procedure/function
identifiers.

An argument type must be compatible with the corresponding parameter
types with the following exceptions:

1) an argument corresponding to a constant non-universal string parameter
may be a string of any length,

2) an argument corresponding to a universal parameter may be any
passive type (except a pointer type) that occupies the same number
of store locatiofls as the parameter type.
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<arguments> ::= <empty> (<argument list>)
<argument list> ::= -cargument>{,<argument>}
<argument> ::= <expressior> <variable> I <procedure identifier> I

<function identifier>

arguments:

I ~‘—<expression> 0-, 1I ( —-r-<va riab le> oil ~~ )o- <procedure identifier>

L 
a.- <function identifier>

A monitor type may not call its own entry routines but it may call an entry
routine declared within another monitor type. A monitor type may call one
of its own simple routines.

An entry routine declared in a monitor type can be called simultaneously by
one or more processes or monitor types. The calls will be executed strictly
one at a time if the monitor entry routines operate on the same parameters
and variables of the monitor.

There are three kinds of routine calls: procedure call , function call and
event call.

<routine call> ::= <procedure call> I <function call> I <event call>
11.10.1 Procedure Call

A procedure call is a statement that specifies the execution of a procedure.

A siuple procedure is denoted by its identifier. An entry procedu?e is
denoted by qualifying the procedure identifier with the identifier of a
variable or the monitor type defining the procedure.

The use of the procedure identifier in a procedure call within its declaration
implies recursive execution of the procedure.

(
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<procedure call> ::= <simple procedure call> I <entry procedure call>
<simple procedure call> ::= <simple procedure identifier><arguments>
<entry procedure call> ::= <monitor variable> .<entry procedure identifier>

<arguments>
<simple procedure identifier> : := <identifier>
<monitor variable> : := <identifier>
<entry procedure identifier> :: <identifier>

p~pcedure call:

oi- <monitor variable’......0,.. ~0-<identifier>—,.<arguments> 0.

Examples:

MATRI XMUL(M 1 , M2 , M3) ; 2
INSERT (PT 1 , I*J);

11.10.2 Function Call

A function call is a factor in an expression (cf . Section 10). The remarks
on a procedure call apply to a function call as well. Just substitute the
word “function” for the word “procedure” throughout the text.

Examples:

X := SIMPSON (0, P 1/2 , G);
I := A(5 ,2) ;

11.10.3 Event Call

An event call is a statement that specifies an event is to be invoked.
Normally a routine returns to the point after the call. However, an event
returns to the statement immediately succeeding the structured statement to
which it is bound. An event may not be called recursively.

<event call> ::= <event identifier><arguments>
<event identifier> ::= <identifier>

Example:

ERROR(’AVAILABLE SPACE EXHAUSTED’);
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11.11 INIT Statement

The IN IT statement initializes a process or variable of type moni tor. For
a process , an instance is created and its statements executed sequentially.
The process is executed concurrently with all other processes, including the
one that initialized it. For a monitor, its initial statement is executed
as a nameless routine . A monitor can only be initialized once. This must
be done within the process in which it is declared. In both cases, the
rules for arguments are the same as for arguments in routine cal ls  (cf.
Section 11.10).

<m it statement> ::= INIT <system identifier><arguments> (,<system
identi fier><arguments>}

~system identifier> ::= <process identifier> I <monitor variable>
<process identifier> ::= <identifier>
<monitor variable> ::= <identifier>

m i t statement:

-0.-I NIT 0- -<identifier> 0-<arguments>- 0.-

Example:

IN IT PRODUCER , PRODUCER , PRODUCER , CONSUME R , CONSUME R , BOUNDED BUFFER
{initializes three PRODUCER processes, two CONSUMER processes and the
BOUNDED_BUFFER monitor)

11.12 TERMINATE Statement

The TERMINATE statement terminates the execution of the specified process
instance(s).

<terminate statement> ::= TERMINATE <process reference>(,<process reference>)
<process reference> ::= <variable>

A process reference must be a variable of type REF (cf. Section 8.1.4) whose
value was set by the standard procedure PROSID (cf. Section 13). After
execution of the statement, the value of the process reference is zero.
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12. ROUTINL DECLARATIONS

A routine declaration defines a list of (formal) parameters, if any, and a
compound statement that operates on them. Execution of the compound state-
ment can be invoked by a routine call (cf. Section 11.10). The parameter
list defines the type of parameters on which a routine can operate. Each
parameter is specified by its name and type. There are five kinds of
parameters : var iable , constant, un iversal , function and procedure.

A var iable (call by reference) parameter represents a va riable wh ich within
the routine may be assigned a value . It is prefixed with the word VAR.

A constant (call by value) parameter represents an expression that is
evaluated when the routine is called . Its value cannot be changed by the
routine. It is not prefixed with any word.

A universal parameter causes compatibility checking of parameter and argument
types in routine calls to be suppressed. (cf. Section 11.10) . Its type
identifier is prefixed with the word UNIV. Inside the given routine the
parameter is considered to be of its specified non-universal type, and outside
the routine call the argument is considered to be its declared non-universal
type . Universal parameters must be any passive type except a pointer type .

A procedure parameter represents the name of a procedure that may be used
as a procedur e call .  Spec if ication of a procedure parameter also includes
the kinds of its parameters.

A function parameter represents the name of a function that may be used
as a function cal l .  Specification of a function parameter also includes
the kind of its parameters and the t ype of the function ’s value~ The result
type must be an enumeration or pointer type .

The parameters and variable declared wtthin a routdne are temporary
va riables , i . e . ,  they exist only while the routine is being executed .

<parameters> ::= <empty> I (<parameter list>)

<parameter list> ::= <parameter description>f;-cparaineter description>)
<parameter description> : :=  <parameter group> f VAR <parameter group>

PROCEDURE <identifiers><parameter declarers> I
FUNCTION <identifiers>-irparameter declarers> : <result type>

<parameter group> ::= <identifiers> : <type identifier> <identifiers>
UNIV <type identifier>

<identifiers’- : := <identifier>{,<identifier>)
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<parameter declarers> ::= <empty> (<parameter declarer list>)

<parameter declarer list> ::= <parameter declarer>{,<parameter declarer>)

<parameter declarer> ::= <type identifier> I VAR <type identifier> I
UNIV <type identifier> 1 VAR UNIV <type identifier> I
PROCEDURE <parameter declarers> I FUNCTION <parameter declarers>

p~~ameters:

I 
~ ~ ~ ~~ 

enti~~~~j-a..: 
~ 

0. UNIV a. <type identifier>
1
,.) a.-

EVAR I

FUNCTION _]~~~<identi~~ j_a.. 
<
Parameter

YrP. 
:— o-. <type identifier>

( parameter declarers :

- 

~~~~~~~~ION~~~~~~~~~~~Ie;rd~~larers>~~~~~~~ oi 

-

~~~~~

‘ 0-

There are tnree Kinds ot routine declarations: procedure declaration,
function declaration and event declaration.

<routine declaration> ::= <procedure declaration> I <function declaration> I
<event declaration>

If a routine is referenced before it has been declared , then its heading
followed by the symbol FORWARD must be introduced first. The routine can be
completed later by repeating its heading, without the parameter list ,
followed by the block .

(
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A procedure/function declaration may be an entry routine in which case it is
prefixed with the symbol ENTRY, otherwise the declaration is knt!wn as a
simple procedure/function. An entry routine declaration may only occur
within a monitor type and cannot be nested within another routine declaration .

A mon itor entry routine is an entry routine declared wi thin a moni tor type.
It can be called simultaneously by one or more system types (cf. Section
11.10). A monitor entry routine has exclusive access to permanent monitor
variables while it is being executed .

Parameters of an entry routine may not be of queue type.

12.1 Procedure Declaration

A procedure declara tion consists of a procedure heading and a block , the
execution of which can be invoked by a procedure call (cf. Section 11.10.1).

<pro .edure declaratiom> : := <procedure heading><body>
::= <block> FORWARD

<precedure heading> ::= PROCEDURE <identifier><parameters>;
PROCEDURE BNTRY <identifier><parameters>;

procedure declaration:

0- PROCEDURE 0- ENTRY 0—<identifier> 0.- <parameters>——oi.;
1—-FORWARD 4

L <block> 4

Examples

PROCEDURE MATRI XMUL(A , B : MATRIX; VAR C : MATRIX) ;
VAR I , J, K : 0.. 10; SUM : REAL;
BEGIN
FOR I := 0 TO 10 DO

FOR J := 0 TO 10 DO
SUM := 0.0;

FOR K := 0 TO 10 DO
SUM := SUM + A[I , K] * B[K , J]
NEXT (K);

C[I, JJ := SliM
NEXT {J);

NEXT ( I ) ;
END {MA TRIX MUL) ;
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I

PROCEDURE INSERT (P : CHAIN ; V : INTEGER) ;
{insert a new node af ter node P in a linear linked list and init ial ize
its VALUE field to V}

VAR Q : CHAIN;
BEGiN NEW(Q) ;

WITh Qt DO
BEGIN VALUE := V;

LINK := P+.LINK
END;

P -t .LIN I ( := Q
END {insert};

12.2 Function Declaration

A function declaration consists of a function heading and a block, the
execution of which can be invoked by a function call (cf. Section 11.10.2).
The function heading specifies a result type which must be an enumeration
or pointer type. The result of a function is defined by assigning a value
to the function identifier within the function declaration. Function

( parameters must ~e constant parameters. -

<function declaration> : := <function heading><body>
<body> ::= <block> I FORWARD
<function heading’ ::= FUNCTION <identifier><paraineters> : <result type>;

FUNCTION ENTRY <identifier><para ineter> : <result type>;
<result type> :: <t ype identifier>

function declaration:

0- FUNCTION ‘~~~ .- ENTRY ~ a.- <identifier> 0.-<parameters>

~ ~ <type identifier>~~ - :

(
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Examples:

(c f .  Wirth [35])
FUNCTION SIMP SON(A , B : REAL; FUNCTION F (REAL) : REAL) : REAL;

CONS EPSILON = 0.00001;
VAR I , N : INTEGER;

S , SS , Si , S2 , S4 , H : REAL;
{F(X) must be well-defined in the interval A<X < B)

BEGIN N := 2; H := (B_ A)*0.5;
SI := H*(F(A) + F(B)); S2 := 0;
S4 := 4*H*F(A + H); S : Sl + S2 + S4;
LOOP SS := S; N := 2*N; H := H/2;

Si := 0.5*Sl; S2 := 0.5*S2 + 0.25*S4;
S4 := 0; I := 1;
LOOP S4 := S4 + F(A + I * H); I := I + 2

WHILE I<~ N:
REPEAT ;
S4 := 4*H*S4; S := Sl + S2 +

WHILE ABS(S-SS)>= EPSILON
REPEAT ;
SIMPSON := S/ 3

END {SIMPSON};

FUNCTION A(M , N : INTEGER) : INTEGER;
{Ackermann ’s function)
BEGIN
IF M = O T H E N A : = N + l

ELSE IF N = 0 ThEN A := A(M-l, 1)
ELSE A := A(M-l, A(M , N-l)) Fl;

FT
END {Ackermann};

FUNCTION G(X : REAL) : REAL;
C O N S A = 3 ;  B = 5 ;
BEGIN G : l/SQRT(SQR(A*COS(X)) + SQR (B*SIN(X) ) )  END ;

12.3 Event Declaration

An event declaration consists of an event heading and a block , the execution
of which can be invoked by an event call (cf. Section 11.10.3) . The compound
statement of the block represents the action to be taken .
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<event declaration> ::= <event heading><action>
<action> ::= <block> I FORWARD
<event heading> ::= EVENT <identifier><parameterS>

event declaration:
FORWARD

-ør- EVENT --0. <identifier> -o-- <parameters>--—0.; ; a.
<block>

Example

EVENT ERROR (S : STRING) ;
BEGIN PRINT(’UN RECOVE RABLE ERROR : ’ ,S) END;

EVENT EXITFOR;
BEGIN END ;
(Since the action is empty, invoking the event is equivalent to
exiting from the structured statement the event identifier is
bound to).

(
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13. I’ROC E SS DECLARATION

A j rocess declaration is the prototype for a class of sequential processes.
It  cons is t s  of a process heading and a block. A sequential process is an
instance of a process declaration whose statements are executed sequent ia l ly .
A sequent ia l  process is created and i ts execution init iated by the INIT
statement  (cf. Section 11.11). The executions of sequen tial process are
overlaped in time and under control of the kernel (cf. Section 14). Such
:-rocesses are said to be concurrent.

A process dec la ration may only be nested within another process decla ration.
The entire program is an implied process (cf .  Section 12) .  The parameters
must be constant  parameters either of passive type or a monitor component .

Concurrent processes communicate only by meaiis of monitors (cf .  Section 8 . 2 . 5 ) .
One process cannot operate on the parameters or local variables of another
process.

<process declaration> ::= <process heading><block>
<process heading> ::= PROCESS <identifier><parameters>;

process declara tion

~~ PROCESS -a.-<identifier> —*-- <parameters> 
~~~~

-

Examples: (cf .  Hoare [26])

TYPE PORT I ON = RECORD ... END;

PROCESS PRODUCER;
VAR NOTF IN I SHED : BOOLEAN ;

INFO : PORTION ;
BEG IN NOTFINISHED : TRUE ;

LOOP WHILE NOTFINISHED
{produce the next por tion)
BOUNDED BUFFER.APP END (INFO) ; {add portion to buf fe r)
REPEAT;

END;
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PROCESS CONSUMER;
VAR NOTF INISHED : BOOLEAN ;

INF O : PORTION ;
BEGIN NOTFINISHE D := TRUE ;

LOOP WH I LE NOTFIN ISHED:
- BOUNDED BUFFER.REMOVE(INFO); {take portion from buffer)

(process portion taken)
REPEAT ;

- END ;

(cf. Section 8.2.5 f~r examples 
defining the monitor BOUNDED_BUFFER which

contains the routines APPEND and REMOVE) .

(
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14. CONCURRENT PROGRAM

A concurrent program consists of a library prelude followed by a block .
The block is an anonymous paramterless process called the initial  process.
An instance of this process is automatically initialized after program
loading . Program loading consists of loading the compiled code for a con-
current program along wi th the l ibrary routines men tioned on it s library
p~relude. The library prelude consists of constant type and routine definitions.
The library prelude routines consist only of procedure and/or function
headings. The library routines are defined within the library. The library
is a separately compiled program that consists only of constant, type and
routine declarations. The order of the routine definitions must be the
same as the corresponding declara tions in the library .

<program> ::= <l ibrary prelude><program heading><block> .

<library prelude> ::= {<constant or type definition >}{<library routine

definition >}

<constant or type definition> ::= <constant definition> I <type definition>
<library routine definition> ::= <procedure heading> I <function heading>

<program heading> ::= PROGRAM

program:

<constant definition> 4-1 f-<procedure heading>-ø.j

I £ ~~~~L <type definit~on> -4 1 1—< function heading>-’.--1

<library> ::~ <l ibrary heading><library declarations> .
<library heading> ::= LIBRARY
<lib rary declarations> ::= {<constant or type definition’-}{library

routine declaration>)
<library routine declaration> ::= <procedure declaration> <function

declaration>

l ibrary:
<constant definition>.4

1 
<procedure declaration

-LIB R ARY I ~<type definition> 4 t~<function declaration>

—

( V
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A program and the library are the basic units of compilation .

Execution of a compiled concurrent program does not require an operating
system for support. The minimal run-time support needed is contained in
the kernel, a program written in the machine language of the object machine .
The kernel permits a user to construct the requisite operating system
facilities and policies needed to support his stand alone system. In essence,
the kernel creates a virtual machine that a concurrent program interfaces

V to.

The kernel performs the following functions:

1) Process management
The kernel controls the creation , execution and termination

of processes. When a process is created , the kernel allocates a
processor to it. If there are more processes than processors, the
kernel multiplexes processors among them . Selection of a process
to be executed is based on priority with top priority given to
processes executing monitor code. When the process terminates,
its processor is deallocated.

2) Memory management
When a process is created, storage for its stack and heap

are allocated. During execution, storage for a procedure is
automatically allocated and deallocated from its stack upon
procedure entry and exit. The execution stack is located after a
procedure’s activation record. Allocation of storage from the
heap is controlled by standard library routines. When a process
terminates, its storage is deallocated. How and when deallocation
is managed is implementation dependent.

3) Gives exclusive access to monitors
The kernel handles the short-term scheduling of simultaneous

calls on monitor entry routines and guarantees that the calls will
be executed one at a time. A user can, via a monitor, choose his
own strategy of medium-term process scheduling.

4) I/O management
The kernel makes peripheral devices appear uniform with respect

to simple I/O and exception conditions. Simple I/O is performed
via a standard routine which starts a data transfer. The process
calling the I/O routine is suspended until resumed by the I/O
interrupt (cf. Section 16). A user must guarantee that only one
process at a time uses a peripheral and perform error recovery.
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5) Handles interrup ts
When an interrupt occurs, the kernel resumes the process

which is associated with the interrupt.

6) Provides real-time control
The kernel maintains the time of day clock and the real-time

clock. Standard routines are used to obtain the time of day, and
delay a process for a period of time.

p ..

-i 
, , 
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15. SCOPE RULES

The scope of an identifier is that region of the program text where it
is known with a single meaning. A scope is either a program, routine, monitor
type, record type or WITH statement.

In order to be known, all identifiers must be introduced either by a dec-
laration or a qualification (the singular exception to this rule is a pointer
type which may refer to a type not yet defined). A declaration associates
an identifier with a particular variable, constant, type or routine.
Qualification associates a field or entry identifier with a particular record
variable or monitor variable respectively. A qualification is either the
variable name followed by a period or a WITH statement (cf. Sections 9.2.3,
11.8, 11.10.1).

Two scopes are either disjoint or one is embedded inside the other. When a
scope is embedded within another scope, the inner scope is nested in the

p -V. outer scope.

An identifier can only be introduced with one meaning in a scope. However,
it may be introduced with another meaning in another disjoint or inner scope.

Within a program are known:
a) any standard identifier,
b) constant, type, and routine identifiers introduced within and after

the library prelude (cf. Section 14),
c) labels declared after the library prelude.

Within a monitor type are known:
a) any standard identifier,
b) all identifier and labels introduced within the monitor type itself

except its entry routine identifiers,
c) all constant and type identifiers introduced within a program

different from those in (b).

Within a routine are known:
a) any standard identifier,
b) all identifiers introduced within the routine, including the routine

identifier,
c) all identifiers introduced in its outer scopes different from those

in (b),
d) all labels declared in the routine.

Within a record are known:
a) all standard type identifiers,
b) all type identifiers introduced in its outer scopes.

(
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)

Within the WITH statement are known:
a) any standard identifier,
b) all identifiers introduced by the WITH statement itself and by

its outer WITH statements,
c) all identifiers introduced in its outer (non-WITh statement) scopes

different from those in (b).
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16. INPUT/OUTPUT

Basic I/ O is handled by the standard procedure 10, a pr imit ive  operation
upon which a user may cons truct various dev ice handlers, interrupt handlers ,
I/O excep tion handling routines , generalized I/O control routines , and f ile
systems. The parameters of 10 have data types tha t comple tely character ize
the peripheral devices available to a user on a particular machine. These
types are available to a user on a particular machine . These types are
recognized by the kernel (cf. Section 14) which treats the devices in a
uniform manner. The kernel suspends the process calling 10, initiates the
I/O operation , processes the I/O interrupt, returns I/O status information
(through one of the parameters to 10) and resumes the delayed process.
The kernel assumes that a device is used by only one process at a time. It
is the user ’s responsibility to guarantee this assumption is satisf ied. Also ,
the user must perform error recovery. Since the process calling IC is
suspended until the I/O operation is completed , I/ O requests should be
processed by a process different from the one making the request if the I/O
transfer is to proceed in parallel with the execution of the requesting
process.

The form of the standard procedure 10 is:
I0(IOVAR , IOPAR , IODEV ICE)

Calling 10 is a request that peripheral device JODEVICE perform the I/O
operation specified in IOPAR on variable IOVAR.

IOVAR and IOPAR are variable parameters of arbitrary passive types. The
type of IOVAR depends on the device , e.g., for a terminal device, the unit
of data transmitted may be a single charac ter so the type of the argument
corresponding to IOVAR must be CHAR, or for devices like a disk , printer ,
card reader, card punch and magnetic tape the unit of data transmitted is
a string of characters representing respectively a disk record , print line ,
card image, punched card and tape block so the type of the argument correspond-
ing to IOVAR must be STRING with an appropr iate length.

IOPAR is of type RECORD. This record contains fields representing the
I/O operation, I/O result and an I/O argument whose values vary from device
to device. The I/O operation field is an enumeration type whose values
are the possible I/O operations, i.e., whether to send or receive data
and/or control information. The I/O result field is of enumeration type whose
values are the possible outcomes of the I/O operation, e.g., operation
completed successfully, operation failed due to a transmission error, end—
of-file mark sensed, etc.. The I/O argument field provides additional
information pertinent to the device, e.g., an integer representing a disk
record , or an enumeration constant specifying further the kind of I/O
move operation for a tape unit-i.e., whether to skip forward or backward
a record, rewind the tape, etc..
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TODEVICE is a constant parameter of arbitrary enumeration type whose values
represent the various available I/O devices.

The 10 procedure translates characters on input from their internal
representation on the object machine to the internal representation
(ordinal value) defined by the compiler , and vice versa for output.

Example:

Assume the kernel recognizes the following types:

(typ e of IODEVICE )
TYPE PERIPHERALS = (READER , PRINTE R , DISK , TAPE , TERM I NAL) ;

TYPE IOOPERATION = (INPUT , OUTPUT , MOVE , CONTROL) ;
IOP.EStJLT = (COMPLETE , TRANSMISSION ERROR , ENDFILE) ;

(type of IOPAR}
TYPE IOPARM =

RECORD
OPERATION : IOOPER ATION;
STATUS : IORESULT ;
CASE ARC : PERIPHERM..S OF

DISK : (PAGE INDEX : INTEGER);
TAPE : (MOVE PERATION : (SKIP FORWARD , BACKSPAC E , REWIND ,

OUTEOF));
PRINTE R : (LAYOUT OPERATION : (SINGLE SPACE , DOUBLE SPACE ,

NEW PAGE))
END;

Then PASCAL’s READ( INPUT , Vl) procedure (Jensen ~ Wirth [15]), where the
INPUT file is the card reader, Vi is a variable of type integer, real or
charac ter , would be programmed as follows:

CONS EOL = (:177:); NO FILES ... ,

TYPE TEXT = PACKED ARRAY [1. .81] OF CHAR;
DATATYPE = (INT , REEL , CHR) ;
I NVAR = RECORD

CASE VTYPE : DATATYPE OF
INT : (VI : INTEGER) ;
REEL : (VR : REAL) ;
CHR : (VC : CHAR)

END;
FILE = 1. .NO FILES;
BUFFER TYPE ~ RECORD

PT : 0. .80;
DATA : TEXT;
EOLINE, EOFILE : BOOLEAN (initially TRUE, FALSE)

END;
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(

VAR F : FILE;
INBUF : BUFFER TYPE;

PROCEDURE GET(VAR BUF : BUFFE R TYPE);
(advance the current buffer po~ition to the next character}.VAR READPAR : IOPARM ;
BEGIN WITH BUF DO

BEGIN
I F EOF ILE THEN GOTO 1 Fl;
IF EOLINE THEN

RFVADPAR.OPERATION := INPUT;
IO(BUF , READPAR, READER);
IF READPAR .STATUS ENDFILE THEN

EOFILE := TRUE;
GOTO 1
Fl;

PT := 0; EOL INE :=  FALSE ; DATA [8 1] : EOL
Fl;

PT := PT + 1;
IF DATA [PT] = EOL THEN

DATA [PT] := ‘

EOLINE := TRUE
Fl;

END
1 : END (GET);

PROCEDURE READI(VAR BUFFER : BUFFER TYPE , VAR Vi : INVAR) ;
{scan integer in BUFFER and place in Vi)
VAR I : INTEGER;

SIGN : 0..i;
BEGI N WITH BUFFER DO

BEGIN (note: DATA[PTI is the next character to be read )
LOOP WH I LE DATA[PT] = ‘ ‘ : GET(BUFFER) REPEAT;
SIGN : 0;
IF DATA [PT] = ‘ + ‘ ThEN GET (BUF FER)

ELSE IF DATA [PT] = ‘‘ ThEN
SIGN = 1; GET(B IJFFER) Fl

Fl;
LOOP WH I LE DATA[PT) >= ‘0’ AND DATA [PT] <= ‘9’ :

I := 10*1+ (DATA[PT] - ‘0’);
GET (BUFFER)
R EP EAT;

IF SIGN = 1 ThEN I := —I Fl;
V 1.V I  := I
END

‘ S t  { REA DI ) ;
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PROCEDURE READ CF : FILE, VAR Vi : INVAR) -~
(read from file F the value for Vi)
BEGIN
CASE F OF

1 {INPUT) : CASE V1.VTYPE OF
INT : READI( INBUF , Vi) ;
REEL : READR(INBUF , Vi) ;
CHR : READ C(INBUF , Vl)

END;
2 (OUTPUT) : ERROR (‘READ ON OUTPUT FILE’);

-e
END

END ;

Similarly for READR and READC .
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17. REAL-TIME CONTROL

For real-time applications a user may want to delay a process some specified
amount of time or measure the real time taken by a process to perform some

- action. These real-time controls are provided by the following standard
routines :

WAIT(T) The calling process is delayed T units of time where a unit
of time is implementation dependent. If the call occurs
in a monitor, other calls on this monitor will  be delayed .

TIME The result is an integer defining the real time in seconds
since system initialization.

It is assumed the object machine has one or more real-time clocks in order
to implement the above routines.

I,
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GLOSSARY

active type: a type containing monitor types, queue types and reference
types.

argument: a variable, expression, procedure identifier or function identifier
passed in an argument list, i.e., the actual parameter to a routine.

array type: defines a composite structure with indexable components of
homogeneous type.

concurrent process: a sequential process whose execution is overlapped in
in time with other sequential processes .

constant parameter: a parameter defined without the prefix VAR . Its value
cannot be changed.

data type: the definition of a data structure and the operations that may
be performed on it.

entry routine: a procedure or function prefixed with the ENTRY keyword .
Its scope is that of the monitor type in which it is declared.

enumeration type: a symbolic scalar including Boolean, integer or character
type, or subrange thereof.

event: a parameter mechanism which when invokid causes an action to be
performed and an exit from an arbitrary nest of control to be taken.

initial process: the block of a concurrent program.

initial statement: the statement of a monitor type that will be executed
when a variable of the monitor type is initialized .

kernel: the minimum run:time support provided a user. It controls the
allocation of concurrent processes to processors, the exclusive access
of concurrent processes to shared data, the peripheral devices, the
interrupts and the allocation of storage for processes.

monitor type: defines a shared data structure and the operations through
which the data structure may be exclusively accessed by concurrent
processes.

parameter: an identifier declared in a parameter l ist .

passive type: a type not containing a monitor type, queue type or
reference type. V

permanent variable: the variables declared within a monitor type. They
exist forever after initialization of a variable of type monitor.
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pointer type: defines a set of values referencing components of a given type.

queue type: defines a queue that may be used by a monitor entry routine
to schedule processes.

record type: defines a composite data structure with labeled components V

of heterogeneous type.

reference type: defines a set of values for referencing an instance of a
process.

routine : a procedure, function or event.

scalar type: defines an ordered set of values by enumeration of the
identifiers which denote these values.

set type: defines the set of all subsets of values of an enumeration type,
including the empty set.

sequential process: an instance of a process declaration whose statements
are executed sequentially.

simple routine: a routine that is not an entry routine.

simple type: an enumeration, real, queue or reference type.

string type : a one-dimensional array of characters.

structured type: an array, record , set, pointer or monitor type.

subrange type: an enumeration type that is defined as a subrange of another
enumeration type by specifying its minimum and maximum values.

V temporary variable: parameters and variables declared within a routine
that exist only while the routine is being executed;

type compatibili ty: two types are compatible if:
1) they are defined by the same type definition , or
2) they are subranges of a single enumeration type, or
3) they are string types of the same length, or
4) they are set types whose members are of compatible base types, or
5) one is of type integer or a subrange thereof and the other is of

type real.

universal type: a parameter type defined with the UNIV keyword. Type com-
patibility between a universal parameter type and the corresponding
argument type is supressed in a rout ine call.
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variable parameter: a parameter defined with the prefix VAR. It re-
presents a variable whose value may be changed within the routine.
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